Ill
. . . OF OLD,   UNHAPPY THINGS
the patient New Yorker is making the bus driver swear on
his time schedule that we shall have forty-five minutes9 stop
at Winchester half an hour at Lexington, twenty minutes
at the Natural Bridge, forty minutes at Bristol ... for
meals. The driver swears to it all ... a blond colossus of
an infinite tolerance and good humour, who swings our
fifty pound valises into the luggage racks with the ease of a
child swinging a skipping-rope. . . . This is the type of
Nordic we must save for the New Dispensation. . . .
What a Part Timer he would make if we reduced his running
hours to twenty a week! . . . And what a liar!
That poor Manhattanite spent the whole morning whilst
Biala drew in the Senate and I wrote in the silent hotel room
. . . the whole morning and most of lunch-time trying to
work out a satisfactory last lap for us through all Virginia
and all Tennessee to Memphis and the Mississippi	
The problem is to get a night's rest somewhere and yet not
arrive three days late. He even tried to dizzy my head and
eyes over the lunch-table with the figures of his time-table—
in the tree-shade of the back-yard where we trifled with the
bits of lettuce and crab meat and bone-dry toast and guava
jelly and tepid white coffee that make for Nordic funerals,
. . . But I wasn't taking any. I know my Buslines who
take for their motto, not so much wunt be druv, as can't
be did. . . . Of course it can't be done. . . . Thus the
crux of our problem of avoiding spending a night in the
bus lies in the fact that though there are two services a day
they run within four hours of each other instead of being
spaced over the day. Isn't that really ingenious of the Bus-
line? . , . For see how it works out. . . . You arrive, say.
at Lexington at midnight and think you will have a good
four hours in bed—if that's any good to you. . . . But your
bus is an hour late so you do not arrive till one in the
morning. . f . And though the 4 a,m. bus ^vill almost

